Air-conditioning

UNSW Air-conditioning (A/C) comfort range is between 19 and 25 degrees Celsius. When a room/area is inside this range, the A/C units will not heat/cool switch on.

Window Offices
⇒ When the office temperature is below 19.1 degrees Celsius and your windows are shut, the A/C will switch on to warm the room to UNSW designated set point.
⇒ When the office temperature is above 24.9 degrees Celsius and your windows are shut, the A/C will switch on to cool the room to UNSW designated set point.
⇒ When your window is open, the A/C turns off.

Central Offices
⇒ Central office can only switch on the air conditioning when the internal temperature is outside of the UNSW comfort range.
⇒ A number of room will share the same A/C.
⇒ The A/C is switched on for 2 hours.
⇒ Green light means on. Red lights means off.

Open Plan Areas
⇒ The A/C in the Open Plan area is on a UNSW Time Schedule.
⇒ When the internal temperature is outside the UNSW comfort range it will not switch on.
⇒ After hours the A/C can be manually switched on (if outside the range) and will stay on for 2 hours.
⇒ Green light means on. Red lights means off.

Meeting Rooms & Tea Rooms
⇒ All North facing meeting rooms and tea rooms have actuated (automated) windows.
⇒ Meeting rooms will regulate themselves based on both the internal and external temperatures.
⇒ The windows will either open to allow fresh air through or close to allow air conditioning. Tea room's windows will only open to let fresh air through. There is no air conditioning.

These windows should NOT TO BE TOUCH for any reason.
DO NOT STICK ANY BODY PART OR OBJECT PASSED THE WINDOWS EDGE.